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Why India’s newspaper business is booming

Why India's newspaper business is
booming
IN A recent episode of "The Simpsons"
Grampa Simpson, hallucinating on
prescription drugs, drives back in time
along the lanes of Springfield. "To the
good ol' days," he exclaims as he trundles past glossy corporate
buildings owned by newspaper giants: Springfield Times, Springfield
Daily News and Springfield Tribune.
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Covid-19 crisis: India’s latest stimulus
package among largest in the world

Covid-19 crisis: India's latest
stimulus package among largest in
the world
The combined package works out to
roughly 10 per cent of the GDP, making it
among the most substantial in the world
after the financial packages announced by the United States, which is
13 per cent of its GDP, and by Japan, which is over 21 per cent of its
GDP.
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Economic Times

ET Editorials Blog - Economic Times
Blog
Quick takes, analyses and macro-level
views on all contemporary economic,
financial and political events.
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Hindustan Times

Editorial News: Latest Editorial
News Today, Editorial News
Headlines India | Hindustan Times
Editorial News - Read latest Editorial
News from India and the World from all
popular sections such as politics,
entertainment, sports, crime, regional, technology, business and more
at hindustantimes.com.
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The Hindu

Editorials, Editorial Opinions,
Editorial News, The Hindu Opinion
At a time when everyone is awaiting an
early end to the health and economic
crisis caused by the global pandemic,
the interests of labourers and workers
are once again set to be sacrificed. The revival of business and
economic activity after weeks of forced closure is indeed a key
objective to be achieved.
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Indian Express

Columns, Leading Columns, Indian
Express Columns
Columns- Find the latetst news by the
leading Columninst of The Indian
Express. Also get views by top Columns
at The Indian Express.
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Times of India

Times of India Readers' Blog
Find out the views, opinions, analysis of
our experts on entertainment, news,
economy, science, spirituality and much
more at Times of India
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TOI Editorials Blog - Times of India
Blog
The Times of India has updated its
Privacy and Cookie policy. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the
better experience on our website. If you
continue without changing your settings, we'll assume that you are
happy to receive all cookies on the The Times of India website.
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Printing money or IMF loan? CEA
Subramanian explains India’s option to fund
deficit due to Covid-19

Printing money or IMF loan? CEA
Subramanian explains India's option
to fund deficit due to Covid-19
The government is weighing several
options to finance increasing fiscal
deficit in the wake of the Covid-19 crisis
and asking the central bank to print more money is one of them, chief
economic advisor Krishnamurthy V Subramanian told FE. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday announced a massive economic
stimulus package worth Rs 20 lakh crore, or 10% of GDP.
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PM Modi Speech Highlights: Lockdown 4.0,
Rs 20 lakh crore package and more

PM Modi Speech Highlights:
Lockdown 4.0, Rs 20 lakh crore
package and more
PM Modi announced a special economic
package worth Rs 20 lakh crore to
support India's fight against coronavirus
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in his address to the nation, on
Tuesday unveiled a special economic package worth Rs 20 lakh crore
to support India's fight against coronavirus.
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Cash transfer to poor must to revive
consumption story: Nobel laureate Esther
Duflo

Cash transfer to poor must to revive
consumption story: Nobel laureate
Esther Duflo
Government, corporates as well as the
social sector joining hands is the need of
the hour to help the economy bounce
back, said Nobel laureate Dr Esther Duflo (MIT Professor), in a webinar
titled 'Leaders With Purpose' co-hosted by Samhita Social Ventures
and IDFC Institute.
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‘Economy to see output loss of $190 bn’

'Economy to see output loss of $190
bn'
The Indian economy is likely to suffer an
output loss of about $190 billion due to
the 47-day nationwide lockdown
imposed amid the COVID-19 outbreak,
according to Nilesh Shah, MD, Kotak Mahindra Asset Management
Company. He added that this would be in addition to the substantial
cost of restarting the economy.
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Modi’s mission self-reliance: Make in India,
lower import dependence

Modi's mission self-reliance: Make
in India, lower import dependence
NEW DELHI: India will fire on all cylinders
to achieve atmanirbharta (self-reliance)
and could offer tax sops, procurement
preference in government contracts for
domestically produced goods while imposing stringent non-tariff
barriers to discourage imports. Measures for sectors such as
pharmaceuticals, furniture and leather are in focus and states could
be asked to revamp their procurement processes to prefer local
manufacturing.
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View: India can not only soften the
pandemic’s impact on the economy but also
revive growth

View: India can not only soften the
pandemic's impact on the economy
but also revive growth
The government's stimulus package, at
Rs 20 lakh crore, is large enough in size.
But can it address not just immediate
relief for the lockdown- and pandemic-stricken economy but also
reversal of the slowdown that had preceded Covid-19? Why stop the
frying if the plan is to dump it into the fire?
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Coronavirus impact: Delhi University to
conduct Open-book, online exams for final
year students?

Coronavirus impact: Delhi
University to conduct Open-book,
online exams for final year
students?
Delhi University Final Year Exam Update:
The Coronavirus pandemic has hit the
academic calendar hard. With exams being postponed due to the
nationwide lockdown since March 25, college and university
administrations have now started to mull over various plans to get
things going.
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NTA issues Neet fraud alert; reminds
aspirants to not share personal details
through SMS, calls, emails

NTA issues Neet fraud alert;
reminds aspirants to not share
personal details through SMS, calls,
emails
Following reports that aspirants of the
National Eligibility-cum-Entrance Test
(NEET UG 2020) have received calls demanding personal details and
information, the National Testing Agency (NTA) has warned
candidates that it will never ask for personal details/information
through calls, SMS or e-mails.
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New CBSE Chairman appointed, IAS Manoj
Ahuja replaces IAS Anita Karwal

New CBSE Chairman appointed, IAS
Manoj Ahuja replaces IAS Anita
Karwal
Senior IAS officer Manoj Ahuja, a 1990
batch IAS officer of Odisha cadre civil
servant, has been appointed as the new
CBSE Chairman, replacing IAS Anita Karwal. (Photo:
egov.eletsonline.com)_ Senior IAS officer Manoj Ahuja has been
appointed as the new CBSE Chairman, replacing IAS Anita Karwal who
was appointed as Secretary, Department of School Education and
Literacy, Ministry of Human Resource Development, in April last week.
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Why undergraduate courses need to teach
much-needed skills to help graduates get
jobs

Why undergraduate courses need to
teach much-needed skills to help
graduates get jobs
Skill gap is a major problem facing India
now, and the problem just got
aggravated with the Covid-19 pandemic
and the long lockdown. Here's what undergraduates need to learn. It's
2020 and the way businesses- both MNCs and start-ups- hire new
candidates has changed for the better.
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Adapting to Indian schools: The expat
predicament

Adapting to Indian schools: The
expat predicament
Most of us have bittersweet memories
from our first day of school. While some
are full of excitement, others were filled
with dread. Now just imagine that you
are starting school in a new country.
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Education News

Education News 2020: Latest Exam
Results, Board Exam, Admit Card
Notifications | Hindustan Times
Education News 2020: Get latest news
updates on Board Exam, Admit Card,
School, India Results, universities cut off
list, government recruitment and bank notification along with other
career updates at Hindustan Times
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In Phase II of epidemic, states must build
empirical and analytic foundations of
systems of delivery
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In Phase II of epidemic, states must
build empirical and analytic
foundations of systems of delivery
"We have to learn to live with the virus,"
said Lav Agarwal, joint secretary, Union
health ministry, on May 8. Hopefully, this
will turn out to be a watershed moment in India's fight with the corona
epidemic. For, it marks the realisation that as the virus spreads across
India, a centralised strategy of containment and elimination is no
longer viable.
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Bailey: Coronavirus bounce back 'could be
fast'

Bailey: Coronavirus bounce back
'could be fast'
You have only to leave the imposing
front doors of the Bank of England to
see the empty square outside the
famous shuttered Royal Exchange, apart
from three construction workers and one homeless man, in the heart
of the Square Mile.
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India needs basic income scheme to make
coronavirus lockdown work: French
economist

India needs basic income scheme to
make coronavirus lockdown work:
French economist
India needs to come out with a basic
income scheme to make the lockdown
work, noted French economist Thomas
Piketty said on Tuesday. He also said that India has the potential to
become the global democratic leader of the 21st century if it manages
to address the issue of inequality.
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Centre should allow States to devise their
own economic strategies: Arvind Mayaram

Centre should allow States to devise
their own economic strategies:
Arvind Mayaram
Former Union Finance Secretary Arvind
Mayaram, who is now Economic Advisor
to the Rajasthan Chief Minister, heads a
Task Force for suggesting appropriate measures on restarting the
economy in the State to mitigate the coronavirus ( COVID-19)
aftermath.
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Read Articles, Columns, Opinions,
Analysis, Comments And Much More
From Readers Of The Hindu On Latest
News & Leading Topics
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News Columns, Opinion Columns,
Newspaper Columns, Editorial
Columns
Follow What The Hindu Columnists Have
To Say On Trending Topics From The
World Of Politics, Sports, Business &
Entertainment
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US: Pelosi unveils $3T coronavirus aid
package for Friday vote

US: Pelosi unveils $3T coronavirus
aid package for Friday vote
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi unveiled a
more than $3 trillion coronavirus aid
package on Tuesday, providing nearly $1
trillion in aid for states, cities and local
governments, aid to essential workers, and a new round of cash
payments to individuals.
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Germany’s coronavirus reproduction rate
dips below critical threshold
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Germany's coronavirus reproduction
rate dips below critical threshold
The reproduction rate for the
coronavirus pandemic in Germany fell
below the critical threshold of 1 to an
estimated 0.94 on Tuesday after a 1.07
reading on Monday, the Robert Koch Institute for public health and
disease control said.
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Hailing COVID-19 heroes on Intl Nurses Day

Hailing COVID-19 heroes on Intl
Nurses Day
International Nurses Day, which falls on
May 12, was established in 1974 by the
International Council of Nurses to
commemorate the birth in 1820 of
Florence Nightingale, the founder of modern nursing. To mark this
occasion, we're sharing the faces of nine courageous nurses who
helped save lives on the front line of the COVID-19 outbreak.
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UK furlough scheme extended by four
months

UK furlough scheme extended by
four months
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Fauci says vaccine 'likely,' but not in time for
school: 5 takeaways from the Senate
coronavirus hearing

Fauci says vaccine 'likely,' but not in
time for school: 5 takeaways from
the Senate coronavirus hearing
WASHINGTON - Dr. Anthony Fauci
warned a Senate panel Tuesday that
easing stay-at-home restrictions must be
done carefully and treatments and vaccines are likely eventually, but
not before school starts in the fall. The director of the National
Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases was one of four top
health officials who described guidelines for reopening the economy
for the Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee.
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Xi: Poverty relief key to prosperity goal

Xi: Poverty relief key to prosperity
goal
President instructs officials to work
resolutely to help improve people's lives,
create jobs President Xi Jinping stressed
the importance of poverty alleviation
work to secure the country's development goal of building a
moderately prosperous society in all respects during his two-day
inspection tour of Shanxi province that concluded on Tuesday.
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Coronavirus live updates: Fauci talks
cautiously on reopening; Los Angeles stay-
at-home order could impact sports return

Coronavirus live updates: 8 'top'
vaccines being accelerated; Fauci
warns of 'needless suffering'; will
pandemic claim major US airline?
The nation's premiere infectious disease
expert will provide a chilling warning of
the dangers of prematurely reopening the country on Tuesday at a
Senate hearing. "The major message that I wish to convey to the
Senate ... is the danger of trying to open the country prematurely," Dr.
Anthony Fauci told The New York Times.
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Novel Coronavirus outbreak: Myths about
Covid-19 from around the world, debunked
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Novel Coronavirus outbreak: Myths
about Covid-19 from around the
world, debunked
A new form of coronavirus has caused a
pandemic across the world. The rapid
spread of the virus has been
accompanied by an equally rapid spread of myths and half-
information about the novel coronavirus.
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What you need to know today about the
virus outbreak

What you need to know today about
the virus outbreak
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's top
infectious disease expert, warned
Congress Tuesday that if the country
reopens too soon during the coronavirus
pandemic, it will bring "needless suffering and death." Fauci was
among the experts who testified before a Senate panel.
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Newspapers not Covid-19 carriers, say top
scientists

Newspapers not Covid-19 carriers,
say top scientists
Over the past week, there have been
WhatsApp messages and forwards -
stating that newspapers can be avenues
of infection. But this has been roundly
refuted by health experts and doctors. Nivedita Gupta, chief
epidemiologist at ICMR said Covid-19 is a "respiratory infection" and
there is "no risk" of catching it through newspapers and packages.
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Anthony Fauci: 'serious consequences' if US
exits lockdown too early – video

Anthony Fauci: 'serious
consequences' if US exits lockdown
too early - video
Dr Anthony Fauci, the director of the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, has warned of
serious consequences if US states reopen before building capacity to
deal with new Covid-19 outbreaks
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Will see around 4% growth if PM Modi’s
package is pumped into economy:
ASSOCHAM

Will see around 4% growth if PM
Modi's package is pumped into
economy: ASSOCHAM
Bengaluru, May 13 (ANI): While speaking
to ANI amid coronavirus pandemic on
May 12, the Secretary General of 'The
Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India'
(ASSOCHAM), Deepak Sood spoke on economic package announced
by PM Narendra Modi.
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